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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1977, when the Governor's Commission to Review California Water
Rights Law ("Governor's Commission" or "Commission") began its work, longstanding attitudes hostile to instream flow protection had begun to change.
Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, water development projects
had dominated California water policy, and the state's water policy in general
had strongly supported such projects. In 1912, the Conservation Commission had
recommended the elimination of riparian rights,' which were seen as an obstacle
to water development. 2 Such a bold move was not supported by the California
Legislature, and even the two limitations on riparian rights adopted by the
Legislature in 1913 were struck down in the courts.3 But a 1926 judicial decision
upholding the right of a downstream riparian to annual spring flood flow on the
San Joaquin River led to a strong backlash and to the approval of a thoroughly
pro-development amendment to the California Constitution.4 The amendment
prohibited the "waste" of water-at the time, "waste to the sea" of fresh water
was the bete noir of pro-development interests. The amendment also called for

1.

CAL. CONSERVATION COMM'N, REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF

CALIFORNIA (1912). Given that the Supreme Court of California had declared that riparian rights were "vested
property rights of which the holders can not be deprived unless compensation be made therefore," the
Conservation Commission recommended that riparian rights be condemned. Id. at 29-30. The leading case on
riparian rights in California is Lux v. Haggin, 10 P. 674 (Cal. 1886).
2. "The result of [the "modified" doctrine of riparian rights] is that enormous quantities of water, which
might be, and ought to be, put to some beneficial use are permitted to run to waste into the ocean without doing
anybody any good, and in districts subject to flood doing great harm." CAL. CONSERVATION COMM'N, supra
note 1, at 27.
3. One limitation, enacted by section 11 of the Water Commission Act of 1913, provided for the
extinction of riparian rights that were unused for ten consecutive years. 1913 Cal. Stat. 1012, 1017. In Tulare
IrrigationDistrictv. Lindsay-Strathmore IrrigationDistrict,45 P.2d 972 (Cal. 1935), that limitation was held to
violate Article XIV, Section 3 (now Article X, Section 2) of the California Constitution-ironically, generally
pro-development language which became law well after enactment of the Water Commission Act. Another
limitation, enacted by section 42 of the Water Commission Act, restricted beneficial use to no more than two
and one-half acre-feet of water per acre in the irrigation of uncultivated land. The limitation was not restricted
on its face to use pursuant to a riparian right, but clearly the target was the flooding of pasture land in river
bottoms, areas typically supplied pursuant to a riparian claim. Section 42 was invalidated in Herminghaus v.
Southern CaliforniaEdison Co., 252 P. 607 (Cal. 1926), as beyond the police power of the state.
4. The decision was Herminghaus, 252 P. at 607. The leading history of water in Califomia says the
decision "shocked the public into howls of protest." NORRIS HUNDLEY, JR., THE GREAT THIRST 245 (rev. ed.
2001); see also M. Catherine Miller, Water Rights and the Bankruptcy of Judicial Action: The Case of
Herminghaus v. Southern California Edison, 58 PAc. HIST. REV. 83, 84 (1989). The amendment, enacted by
initiative, was originally Article XIV, Section 3 of the California Constitution. It was re-enacted verbatim on
June 8, 1976, as Article X, Section 2 of the California Constitution. See generally Harrison C. Dunning, Article
X, Section 2: From Maximum Water Development to Instream Flow Protection, 17 HASTINGS CONST. L.Q. 275
(1989); Brian E. Gray, "In Search of Bigfoot": The Common Law Origins of Article X, Section 2 of the
CaliforniaConstitution, 17 HASTINGS CONST. L.Q. 225 (1989).
5. See CAL. CONST. art. X, § 2 (stating "that the waste or unreasonable use or unreasonable method of
use of water be prevented").
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the state's water resources to be "put to beneficial use to the fullest extent of
which they are capable." 6
II. THE DOMINANCE OF WATER PROJECTS
During the first half of the twentieth century, many important water projects
were planned and constructed in California. The largest number were local
projects designed to serve local needs and were typically carried out by private
entities, municipalities, or water districts of one kind or another. The most grand
in scale was the famous project built in the Owens Valley by the City of Los
Angeles, planned and constructed in the early 1900s. 8 That project included
construction of the 233 mile long Los Angeles aqueduct, completed in 1913 after
only five years of construction. 9 The aqueduct later became so controversial that
groups in the Owens Valley dynamited a portion of it.' 0 The opponents of the
aqueduct were, however, motivated by what may be called "area of origin"
sentiment; that is, the desire to maintain local water supplies for local use." They
did not seek instream flow protection for the benefit of instream resources such
as fish.
San Francisco had a similar large scale water project a few years after Los
Angeles' project, like Los Angeles taking water originating in the Sierra Nevada
to serve urban populations on the coast.' 2 An environmental group, the still6.
7.

Id.
For irrigation, "the largest and most important" enterprises were those constituted by irrigation

districts. CAL. DEP'T OF PUB. WORKS, Div. OF WATER RES., BULLETIN ON GREAT CENTRAL VALLEY PROJECT

OF STATE WATER PLAN OF CALIFORNIA 20 (1933) [hereinafter CVP BULLETIN]. Even today, it is true that the
majority of the many agencies with water management responsibilities are special districts organized under
general enabling statutes. THE CALIFORNIA WATER ATLAS 63 (William L. Kahrl ed., 1978) [hereinafter
CALIFORNIA WATER ATLAS].

8. Many writers, as well as the film CHINATOWN (Paramount Pictures 1974), suggest this project was
conceived by members of a San Fernando Valley land syndicate, who sought it in order to make their dry land
more valuable. But Hundley says "there is no evidence" to support that theory. HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 160.
9. HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 155.
10. Id. at 165.
11. Before representatives of Los Angeles arrived on the scene, the federal Reclamation Service-the
predecessor of today's Bureau of Reclamation-had been studying the potential for an irrigation project in the
Owens Valley. WILLIAM L. KAHRL, WATER AND POWER 39-54 (1982). By 1927, when major dynamiting
incidents occurred, Los Angeles was attacked for its "ruthless destruction" of the valley's agricultural economy.
Id. at 304. Aqueduct opponents "called upon the city either to restore the Owens Valley to its former
agricultural status or give the valley residents and businessmen proper compensation for their damages." Id. The
city chose compensation-by 1933, it had acquired "virtually all the farms, ranches, and towns of Inyo
County." HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 165. A social history of the Owens Valley argues that although
compensation was sought by aqueduct opponents, as long as the opposition movement was united "most of its
actions" were designed to restore the valley's agricultural potential. JOHN WALTON, WESTERN TIMES AND
WATER WARS 159 (1992). Walton notes that there was protest beginning in 1904 against the designs Los
Angeles had on water in the Owens Valley and that "a second stage of protest" began in 1919 when
groundwater pumping by Los Angeles dropped the water table. Id. at 144, 154.
12. HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 173-94. Hundley calls both San Francisco's Hetch Hetchy project and the
Owens Valley project built by Los Angeles instances of "urban imperialism." Id. at 121.
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young Sierra Club, fought congressional approval of San Francisco's Hetch
Hetchy project, which included a dam on the Tuolumne River.' 3 The concerns
expressed did not center on instream flow in the Tuolumne River, however, but
on preserving Hetch Hetchy Valley and the integrity of Yosemite National Park.
John Muir, active with the Sierra Club, regarded Hetch Hetchy Valley as
comparable
in appeal to Yosemite Valley t4 but he lost his battle to stop the water
15
project.
Following construction of the Los Angeles and San Francisco water projects,
regional, state, and, eventually, federal water projects began to appear in California.
The East Bay Municipal Utility District was formed to bring water from the Sierra
Nevada to areas east of San Francisco. 16 The Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California ("MWD") was established to bring Colorado River water to urban
portions of Southern California. 17 Planning studies by the state in the 1920s led to
legislation in 1933 authorizing a state Central Valley Project ("CVP"), 18 which was
designed primarily to control flooding in the Sacramento Valley, to manage salinity
in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, and to move perceived "surplus" waters in the
Sacramento Valley to perceived "deficit" areas in the San Joaquin Valley.' 9 That

13. The Sierra Club was founded in 1892 to seek preservation of "the forests and other natural features
of the Sierra Nevada." Id. at 179-80. During the fight against Hetch Hetchy, however, some Sierra Club
members supported the project. A counter group, the Society for the Preservation of National Parks, was then
formed to lead the opposition to Hetch Hetchy. Id. at 182.
14. Muir acknowledged that the walls of Hetch Hetchy Valley were "less sublime in height than those of
Yosemite," but he argued that the groves, gardens, and meadows of Hetch Hetchy Valley were "more beautiful
and picturesque" than those in Yosemite Valley. Id. at 180 (quoting John Muir, The Hetch Hetchy Valley, 6
SIERRA CLUB BULL. (Jan. 1908) and John Muir, The EndangeredValley, 77 CENTURY (Jan. 1909)).
15. Hundley concluded that the largest problem for Muir and his supporters was "the public perception
of being out of step with the Progressive Era's emphasis on the need to conserve resources for efficient and
sustained uses rather than setting them aside permanently." Id. at 182. The battle over damming Hetch Hetchy
ended when President Woodrow Wilson signed the Raker Act in 1913. Id. at 186.
16. The district was formed in 1923 and had its aqueduct from the Mokelumne River in the Sierra
Nevada in operation by 1929. ERWIN COOPER, AQUEDUCT EMPIRE 56 (1968). Ironically, water did not reach
San Francisco from Hetch Hetchy until five years later. Id. at 55.
17. HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 216. MWD was formed in 1928, the same year Congress enacted the
Boulder Canyon Project Act, which authorized the construction of Hoover Dam on the Colorado River. 45 Stat.
1057 (1928). After California enacted legislation agreeing to a limitation on its share of water from the river,
Act of Jan. 10, 1929, ch. 15-16, 1929 Cal. Stat. 37-39, the Boulder Canyon Project Act became effective in
1929. HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 222.
18. The state studies were prompted by the publication of a private statewide water plan. ROBERT B.
MARSHALL, IRRIGATION OF TWELVE MILLION ACRES IN THE VALLEY OF CALIFORNIA (1921). The state CVP

legislation, still on the books, is at CAL. WATER CODE § 11100-11985 (West 1992 & Supp. 2004).
19. A good picture of the goals of the 1933 state legislation is provided by CVP BULLETIN, supra note 7.
That publication was prepared by the Division of Water Resources of the State Department of Public Works for
use by members of the U.S. Senate Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation during an inspection trip to
California in the summer of 1932, and as such it emphasized the need for federal funding of some portions of
what was then called the "Great Central Valley Project." It estimated that more than ten years and more than a
million dollars in state money had been spent on the state water plan. Id. at 34. Flood control was to be provided
by Kennett Dam (later built as Shasta Dam), termed "the key unit" in the project. Id. at 30. It was also to
provide power. Salinity was to be managed in the Delta by the operation of Kennett Reservoir, and, if
necessary, by the construction of a Delta cross channel. Id. at 39. The target for San Joaquin Valley water
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project was taken over by the federal government in 1935;20 today, it is operated by
the Bureau of Reclamation. 2'
III. INSTREAM FLOW VALUES LARGELY IGNORED

During that time, instream flow values-fish, recreation, and ecology-were
almost entirely ignored. As noted earlier, "waste to the sea" was condemned,
despite the great significance of fresh water inflow to estuaries.22 Governor Earl
Warren put the point most starkly when, in 1944, he told an audience of water
leaders that "we should not relax" until "every drop" of fresh water has been put
to work.23 "Work" for Governor Warren in 1944 clearly meant irrigation,
municipal water supply, and hydropower production-not, for example,
maintaining a healthy fishery. The premier example of the consequence of this

supply was areas on the east side of the upper valley, where 400,000 acres were said to be overdrawing their
water supplies. Id. at 37. The report noted some agricultural land there had gone out of production, and it
estimated the annual loss in interstate trade as a consequence to be from fifteen to eighteen million dollars. Id. at
37, 27. The San Joaquin Valley's east side was to be supplied by a dam at Friant, and water was to by pumped
up the San Joaquin River to replace that river's natural flow-a course of action which was touted as restoring
navigation above Stockton. Id. at 39. But when the federal government took over the CVP, it abandoned the
pumping plan and instead built a canal from the Delta to Mendota. CALIFORNIA WATER ATLAS, supra note 7, at
49. That decision has meant that much of the water in the San Joaquin River below Mendota is agricultural
return water, which often is heavily contaminated. Hundley notes a fourth project purpose for the CVP: to
"improve navigation in the lower Sacramento River." HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 257.
20. HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 255. All along leaders in California had expected federal assistance with
the flood control and navigation improvements of the CVP, but with a worsening economy in California there
was not even an attempt to market the bonds necessary to obtain funding for construction of a state CVP.
Instead, California asked the federal government to take over the entire project, and President Franklin D.
Roosevelt-"open to almost any proposal that would create jobs and soften the depression's harshness"agreed. Id. Emergency relief funds were used initially. Id. Then, in 1937, Congress approved the CVP for
construction by the Bureau of Reclamation, 50 Stat. 844, 850 (1937), bypassing the Army Corps of Engineers,
which had sought to construct the project. HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 255-57.
21. Hoover Dam on the Colorado River had been built in four years, 1931 to 1935. ANDREW J. DUNAR
& DENNIS MCBRIDE, BUILDING HOOVER DAM (1993). In California, it was assumed that the CVP-already
planned by the state-would also be built quickly. CALIFORNIA WATER ATLAS, supra note 7, at 49. But these,
among other factors, slowed the construction of the first phase of the CVP: right-of-way and water rights
acquisitions were time-consuming; some aspects of the state's design were changed, which took time; the
Bureau had many water projects underway during the New Deal; and, most importantly, World War H
intervened. Id.
22. One important function of river flow is to move sediment downstream, so it does not choke the
gravels used for spawning by salmon and steelhead. Joel W. Hedgpeth & Nancy Reichard, Rivers Do Not
"Waste" to the Sea!, in CALIFORNIA'S SALMON AND STEELHEAD: THE STRUGGLE TO RESTORE AN IMPERILED

RESOURCE 161 (Alan Lufkin ed., 1991). The high flows needed for such sediment transport are typically cut off
by large dams. Id. Another function of fresh water inflow is to provide nutrients to an estuary, i.e. the place
where fresh water and salt water are mixed by tidal action. A third is to maintain the salinity balance needed by
many species adapted to brackish water for part or all of their life cycle. These include both certain fish species
and plant species upon which waterfowl feed.
23. Joel W. Hedgpeth, The Passing of the Salmon, in CALIFORNIA'S SALMON AND STEELHEAD: THE
STRUGGLE TO RESTORE AN IMPERILED RESOURCE 59 (Alan Lufkin ed., 1991). Herbert Hoover similarly
apparently once said this: "Every drop of water that runs to the sea without rendering a commercial return is a
public waste." SUE MCCLURG, WATER & THE SHAPING OF CALIFORNIA 78 (2000).
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attitude was Friant Dam, a CVP facility on the San Joaquin River north of
Fresno. Aside from occasional flood flows and the release of small amounts of
water to serve riparians immediately downstream of the dam, Friant Dam diverts
the entire flow of the San Joaquin River to supply farming areas north and south
of the dam.24 As a result, a salmon run has become extinct and a major
recreational resource has disappeared, an environmental and recreational tragedy
for California's second largest river.25
California law during this period largely reflected, as one would expect, this
indifference toward instream flow protection. There were no standards to require
minimum flows in rivers or minimum lake levels.26 Apparently, no one even
attempted to secure a property right to keep water in a watercourse or lake. Water
quality standards, which can sometimes be a surrogate for flow or lake level
standards, did not exist. The public trust doctrine, mentioned in other judicial
arenas since the 1850s, never was an issue in reported decisions on water rights.
TV. RELEASE REQUIREMENTS-WATER FOR DOWNSTREAM FISH
The one exception to the general disregard of instream flow needs in the first
half of the twentieth century in California was section 525 of the Fish and Game
Code (now section 5937 of the same code), enacted in 1933.27 Section 525, as
amended in 1937, required that water be released from dams in order to keep
downstream fish in good condition. 28 The section had a long pedigree-a 1915
statute had mandated the same thing for dams with fishways, 29 which since 1870
had been required at dams "as far as practicable., 30 However, in important
instances, these legislative requirements were ignored by those operating water

24. George Warner, Remember the San Joaquin, in CALIFORNIA'S SALMON AND STEELHEAD: THE
STRUGGLE TO RESTORE AN IMPERILED RESOURCE 61, 62 (Alan Lufkin ed., 1991).

25. Id.; GENE ROSE, SAN JOAQUIN-A RIVER BETRAYED (1992).
26. One consequence of Los Angeles' Owens Valley project was to entirely dry up Owens Lake.
KAHRL, supra note 11, at 35 ("Because the [Owens River's] flow has been diverted to Los Angeles, Owens
Lake no longer exists"). But pursuant to air pollution control requirements, relevant because winds across the
exposed bed of Owens Lake "polluted the air annually with 4 million tons of salt crystals laced with arsenic and
toxic metals that clogged lungs, aggravated heart conditions, triggered asthma attacks, and brought on coughing
and infections," in recent years, some water has been released by Los Angeles to selected portions of the lake.
HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 354-59. There are also agreements, so far not implemented, to restore the Owens
River below Los Angeles' point of diversion. Rene Sanchez, Decades Later, L.A. May Let Owens River Flow
Again, SACRAMENTO BEE, June 3,2004, at A5.
27. Act of 1933, ch. 73, sec. 525, 1933 Cal. Stat. 443. Before 1933, provisions protective of fish were
found in the Penal Code, but the 1933 legislation established a Fish and Game Code. Section 525 of that code
incorporated section 637 of the Penal Code.
28. Act of 1937, ch. 456, sec. 1, 1937 Cal. Stat. 1400.
29. Act of May 24, 1915, ch. 491, sec. 1, 1915 Cal. Stat. 820 (amending CAL. PENAL CODE § 637). A
"fishway" permits fish to ascend a series of pools to bypass a dam. "
30. Act of Apr. 2, 1870, ch. 457, sec. 3, 1870 Cal. Stat. 663-64. Even earlier, in 1852, the legislature had
sought to protect salmon runs by treating stream obstructions as public nuisances. Act of Apr. 12, 1852, ch. 82,
sec. 1, 1852 Cal. Stat. 135.
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projects. 31 Friant Dam, which serves to dry up a long stretch of the San Joaquin
River in all but flood times, 32 seems an obvious candidate for such water releases
for fish. But when officials of the Department of Fish and Game sought to pursue
the matter-in that case, well after the mid-century point, as World War II
delayed the construction of Friant Dam and the permitting took place after
construction 33 -their efforts were halted by order of Governor Edmund G. "Pat"
Brown, a strong proponent of water development.34
V. THE TURNING POINT ON INSTREAM FLOWS
After the Second World War, additional examples of concern for instream values
appeared. Legislative concern over flows in the Owens River Gorge led to enactment
of Fish and Game Code section 5946, which mandated that no permit or license to
appropriate water of Mono and Inyo counties be issued after September 9, 1953,

31. One study of section 5937 in 1980 concluded the Department of Fish and Game had a "timid posture
regarding enforcement of the statute." Joel C. Baiocchi, Comment, Use It or Lose It: CaliforniaFish and Game
Code Section 5937 and Instream Fishery Resources, 14 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 431, 459 (1980). The author
observed that the department "rarely if ever invokes Section 5937 to punish a dam owner for noncompliance or
to secure compliance through injunctive relief. Instead, it employs Section 5937 primarily as a negotiating tool
when protesting water appropriation applications before the SWRCB." Id. at 445-46.
32. The Bureau of Reclamation routinely releases between 35 and 230 cubic feet per second of water
from Friant Dam to support riparian rights between the dam and Gravelly Ford. SAN JOAQUIN RIVER RIPARIAN
HABITAT RESTORATION PROGRAM, ANALYSIS OF PHYSICAL PROCESSES AND RIPARIAN HABITAT POTENTIAL
OF THE SAN JOAQUIN RIVER-FRIANT DAM TO THE MERCED RIVER 1-4 (1998). But "the channel of the San
Joaquin River is essentially dry from Gravelly Ford to the Mendota Pool, except under flood release
conditions." Id. at 1-5. At the Mendota Pool, water conveyed by the Bureau of Reclamation from the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta via the Delta-Mendota Canal rewaters the river down to Sack Dam, but then "the
channel again becomes dry downstream until agricultural tail water and seepage from canals creates a base
flow." Id.
33. Friant Dam itself, where construction began in 1937, was completed by 1941. ROSE, supra note 25,
at 100. The Madera Canal to the north was completed by 1943 and the Friant-Kern Canal to the south by 1948.
SAN JOAQUIN RIVER HABITAT RESTORATION PROGRAM, supra note 32, at 1-7, 8. But the Delta-Mendota Canal
water did not arrive at Mendota until 1951, so the Friant-Kem Canal was not dedicated and used to divert water
until then. HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 258. A ten day celebration accompanied that first diversion, which
marked "the day the river died." ROSE, supra note 25, at 95. But another source notes that, in 1948, "disaster
struck" when the Bureau of Reclamation "assumed control of the river." George Warner, supra note 24, at 6162. Warner participated in a 1948 spring run salvage plan for the San Joaquin. The Bureau of Reclamation did
not apply for water rights for Friant Dam diversions until 1956, and they were not awarded by the state until
1959. ROSE, supra note 25, at 102.
34. DFG had unsuccessfully protested the Bureau of Reclamation's application for the diversions at
Friant, and, unable to obtain assistance from the Attorney General, it retained a private attorney to file an
appeal. But the Governor's Office called the attorney at his home and "ordered him not to file the appeal."
ROSE, supra note 25, at 102 (quoting a 1989 article in the Fresno Bee). Also, downstream riparians had
unsuccessfully challenged Friant Dam in a case that went all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court. Dugan v.
Rank, 372 U.S. 609 (1963); see also City of Fresno v. California, 372 U.S. 627 (1963). DFG intervened in that
litigation to obtain releases from Friant Dam for fish protection, but its effort was cut off by an opinion from the
Attorney General that the U.S. was not bound by state law to allow water to pass Friant Dam in order to
preserve fish life below the dam. 18 Op. Cal. Att'y Gen. 31 (1951). That opinion was overruled by 57 Op. Cal.
Att'y Gen. 577 (1974).
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"unless conditioned upon full compliance with Section 5937. ''35 Then in 1959,
section 1243, which makes the protection and enhancement of fisheries a beneficial
use of water, was added to the Water Code.36
The critical turning point in attitudes on instream flow protection came when a
battle over a proposed water project resulted in victory for the anti-project forces.
Some background relevant to that controversy will be helpful.
Once the federal government took over the CVP,it ran the project pursuant to
federal reclamation law. 37 That law provides very generous subsidies to the users of
water from reclamation projects, 38 but the law was designed to limit the subsidized
water supply to smaller "family" farms.39 In California, where federal water has
typically gone to previously existing farms rather than to farms established on public
lands contemporaneously with the water project,4 the means of implementing the
family farm concept-a residency requirement and a limitation on the acreage owned
by a single recipient of federal water4 '-have only rarely been effectively enforced
so as to break up large holdings.42 But the prospect of such enforcement was enough
to motivate some water interests to seek construction of a water project by the state,
one that would be free of any residency requirement or acreage limitation.43

35. CAL. FISH & GAME CODE § 5946 (West 1998 & Supp. 2004). But in reliance on an agreement that
the developer would fund a fish hatchery, no such condition was imposed until required by a court nearly forty
years later. Cal. Trout, Inc. v. State Water Res. Control Bd., 255 Cal. Rptr. 184 (Cal. Ct. app. 1989); see also
Cal. Trout, Inc. v. Superior Court, 266 Cal. Rptr. 788 (Cal. Ct. App. 1990).
36. CAL. WATER CODE § 1243 (West Supp. 2004). The chairman of the State Water Rights Board
suggested when section 1243 was added to the Water Code it merely "restates the policy found elsewhere in the
Water Code." Inter-Departmental Communication from Henry Holsinger, to the Honorable Edmund G. Brown
1 (June 24, 1959). Efforts to amend the Water Code to explicitly state that the protection of fish and wildlife are
beneficial uses of water began as early as 1949. JOURNAL OF THE ASSEMBLY 2187 (Apr. 15, 1949).
37. "Federal reclamation law" consists of the Reclamation Act of 1902, 32 Stat. 388 (1906) (enacting 43
U.S.C. § 391), and the many statutes amendatory thereto. A useful study of the implementation of reclamation
law is DORIS OSTRANDER DAWDY, CONGRESS IN ITS WISDOM-THE BUREAU OF RECLAMATION AND THE
PUBLIC INTEREST (1989).
38. Subsidies for water supply "have been part of the reclamation program since its inception, and the
extent of subsidy has generally increased over time." RICHARD W. WAHL, MARKETS FOR FEDERAL WATERSUBSIDIES, PROPERTY RIGHTS, AND THE BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 27 (1989).

39. The Reclamation Act of 1902 "simply expanded the Homestead Act... to suit the new conditions of
the ard West. It reaffirmed that... the self-sufficient, independent family farm should remain the linchpin of
American society...." DONALD J. PISANI, To RECLAIM ADIVIDED WEST 324-25 (1992).
40. HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 263.
41. These are found in section 5 of the Reclamation Act of 1902. 43 U.S.C.A. § 431 (West 1986). But
the 1902 legislation "did not. .. require a landowner to sell his excess land and thus did not insure the
achievement" of the objectives of Section 5. U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF RECLAMATION, SPECIAL
TASK FORCE REPORT ON SAN LUIS UNIT-CENTRAL VALLEY PROJECT CALIFORNIA (1978). The legislative
history of Section 5 indicates that by it Congress intended to provide opportunities for the maximum number of
benefits of the subsidized irrigation program to go to the maximum number of people, and to promote the
family-size farm as a desirable form of rural life. Id.
42. Within the Westlands Water District, a part of the San Luis Unit of the CVP, a task force found that
although the average size farm operation receiving subsidized water had declined from 4,640 acres in 1968 to
about 2,200 acres in 1977, "there are no 160-acre farming operations." Id.
43. HUNDLEY, supra note 4, at 276. Hundley adds that a state project "by serving as an alternative to
federal water for many valley farmers, would cause the Bureau of Reclamation to think twice before invoking
reclamation law against those now benefiting from the technical compliance loopholes." Id.
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The MWD had plans for its own water project in northern California, an but
shortly before the critical bond election in 1960, it supported the State Water Project
("SWP") planned by a state Department of Water Resources ("DWR") established in
1956. 45 The SWP was designed to deliver water to several parts of the state,
including very large holdings on the west side of the San Joaquin Valley.4 6
The SWP operated much like the CVP, in that its primary activity was to move
water from the Sacramento Valley to the south, although unlike the CVP the major
portion of the SWP water goes to southern California.47 After World War I, the CVP
dammed a North Coast river, the Trinity, to augment its supplies from the north.48
DWR planned to do the same thing with a facility on another North Coast river, the
Eel, in conjunction with the Army Corps of Engineers. But the facility, a dam at Dos
Rios, did not come up for approval until the late 1960s. By then, the environmental
movement was in full swing, and a coalition of environmentalists, Native Americans,
and local ranchers persuaded Governor Ronald Reagan to shelve Dos Rios.4
The aftermath of the Eel River dam fight was important for California instream
protection law. Not content with defeating Dos Rios, the anti-project forces
50
persuaded the California Legislature to enact a Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
legislation which complemented a similar federal statute.5 ! Several segments of north
coast rivers were included in the new statute,52 which prohibited most water
development activities on those river segments.53
VI. THE INSTREAM RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE

GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION

Thus, when the Governor's Commission began its work in 1977, instream flow
protection at last had become significant in California law, at least for a few river
segments. However, this protection represented the flip side of unrestrained water
development: a ban on most water projects. What remained for the Commission was
the more difficult task of integrating instream flow considerations into a river

44. Id. at 283.
45. CAL. WATER CODE § 120-139 (West 1971 & Supp. 2004).
46. The key SWP storage facility is Oroville Dam on the Feather River, a major tributary of the
Sacramento River. Detail on the many SWP facilities built and operated by DWR is provided in DEP'T OF
WATER RES., CALIFORNIA STATE WATER PROJECT ATLAS (1999).

47. The maximum annual contracted entitlement of the SWP is 4,230,000 acre-feet, of which nearly
2,500,000 is for the southern California service area. CALIFORNIA WATER ATLAS, supra note 7, at 53.
48.
49.

ARTHUR L. LITrLEWORTH & ERIC L. GARNER, CALIFORNIA WATER 20 (1995).
TED StMON, THE RIVER STOPS HERE (1994).

50. CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 5093.50-.65 (West 2001 & Supp. 2005).
51. Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 16 U.S.C.A. §§ 1271-1287 (West 2000 & Supp. 2004).
52. CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 5093.54 (West 2001 & Supp. 2005).
53. Dams and reservoirs are prohibited "on or directly affecting" any river segment in the system. Id.
§ 5093.55. Water diversion facilities on these segments are prohibited unless it is determined that the facility is
needed to supply domestic water to the residents of the county or counties through which the river flows and
that the facility will not adversely affect the river's "free-flowing or natural character." Id.
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segment system where there was water development. That meant thinking about
instream flow protection in the context of water rights law.
In 1977, two cases testing whether an "instream" appropriation, i.e. one where
no physical control of the appropriated water is contemplated, was permitted under
California law as it then stood were being litigated.54 Two trial courts split on the
question in November 1977, 55 although after the Commission finished its work, both
appellate court decisions were adverse to the instream appropriation applicants. 56 So
at the time of the Commission's deliberations, instream appropriation was a hot topic
among the limited group of people in California who cared about such matters. In the
"issues" part of the background and issues paper on the legal aspects of instream
water uses in California, several questions were posed about instream
those who appeared at the Commission's instream
appropriation, 57 and a number of
58
meeting supported the concept.
In its draft report, the Commission noted that at the time-and it remains true
today-the principal source of protection of instream uses is the process of State
Water Resources Control Board ("SWRCB") administration of water rights,59
e.g. in deciding whether to approve or reject an application to appropriate and in
deciding what terms and conditions to impose on a permit or license. The draft
report pointed to a series of problems for instream protection in that process:
inadequate weight given to instream uses, inadequate data, the ad hoc nature of

54. The idea was not entirely new. In the early 1960s, a bill-AB 1977--to allow for the reservation of
water for fish and wildlife was submitted in the California legislature, although it "went to a rather quick death."
Memorandum from John Skinner, to Harrison C. Dunning (Nov. 3, 1977) (copy on file with the McGeorge Law
Review). A Department of Fish and Game official prepared an analysis of that bill in which he proposed
legislation to allow an instream appropriation. JOHN SKINNER, ANALYSIS OF AB 1977 AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
SUBSTITUTE LEGISLATION (1963).

55. Fullerton v. Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd., Civ. No. 61136 (Cal. Super. Ct. Humboldt County
1977) (instream appropriation not permitted); Cal. Trout, Inc. v. State Water Res. Control Bd., Civ. No. 233933
(Cal. Super. Ct. Sacramento County 1977 (instream appropriation permitted). In both cases, the SWRCB had
refused to process the application for an instream appropriation. Letter from the SWRCB, to attorney for
California Trout, Inc. (Apr. 17, 1973) (copy on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
56. Fullerton v. State Water Res. Control Bd., 153 Cal. Rptr. 518 (Cal. Ct. App. 1979); Cal. Trout, Inc.
v. State Water Res. Control Bd. 153 Cal. Rptr. 672 (Cal. Ct. App. 1979). Efforts to amend the Water Code to
overturn these decisions were unsuccessful, although later the code was amended to allow the transferee of an
appropriative right based on physical control to exercise that right for instream purposes, i.e. without physical
control of the water. CAL. WATER CODE § 1707 (West Supp. 2004).
57. ANNE J. SCHNEIDER, GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION TO REVIEW CALIFORNIA WATER RIGHTS LAW,
LEGAL ASPECTS OF INSTREAM WATER USES IN CALIFORNIA 131 (Staff Paper No. 6, Jan. 1978).

58. One speaker argued that the long list of existing means for considering instream values in California
found in the instream staff paper confused quantity with quality, "the number of tools possibly available with
their utility." BARRY GOODE, INTRODUCTORY REMARKS TO THE GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION TO REVIEW
CALIFORNIA WATER RIGHTS LAW 6 (Feb. 16, 1978) (referring to SCHNEIDER, supra note 57, at 25-113). He
suggested that the SWRCB is the principal source of instream protection, and that its system "affords no certain
long term protection." Id. at 14, 17. Therefore, he concluded, instream appropriation should be included in a
menu of options to protect minimum stream flows. Id. ("Menu of Options" was an attachment to Barry Goode's
remarks).
59. GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION TO REVIEW CALIFORNIA WATER RIGHTS LAW, DRAFT REPORT 108
(Aug. 1978) [hereinafter DRAFT REPORT].
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the application and protest process, and the lack of any requirement of SWRCB
consistency in applying instream flow requirements. 60 Additionally, the
Commission mentioned, "inadequate post-project follow-up to test the efficacy of
instream flow protection measures.,, 61 To resolve these problems, the draft report
suggested that instream flow standards be set on a stream-by-stream basis. 62 It
regarded these measures as "direct, substantive, and comprehensive," 63 impliedly
regarding instream appropriation as inferior because not comprehensive. Further,
it suggested that the permit application process is not "a proper vehicle" to
institute instream flow protection. 64 Instead, it opted for a separate process, one
for weighing the various interests in a direct and
which would provide "a method
65
comprehensive manner.

In its final report, however, the Commission concluded that a great deal of
time would be necessary to set instream flow standards and that "in many
instances instream values could suffer irreparably before a standard is finally
established., 66 It consequently recommended that instream appropriation be
permitted to meet the need for interim protection. 67 Upon adoption of a standard,
which would prohibit the SWRCB from doing anything to impair the standard,
the instream appropriation would terminate.68
The program of instream flow standards recommended by the Governor's
Commission was never seriously considered by the California Legislature.
Several politically powerful organizations, e.g. the Association of California
Water Agencies, the Farm Bureau, and the Chamber of Commerce, were
adamantly opposed to the Governor's Commission's proposals for instream flow
protection, 69 and proponents of such protection had little leverage. 70 Although the
Id. at 108-09.
61. Id. at 109. One knowledgeable commentator has noted that when the Governor's Commission was at
work, aside from Wild and Scenic Rivers Act restrictions, "existing law treated instream use protection as an
important, but nonetheless ancillary, part of the water rights permitting process." Clifford T. Lee, Water Law
Reform: A 1991 Update, in 1 CAL. WATER L. & POL'Y REP. No. 8, at 147, 148 (May 1991).
60.

62.

DRAFT REPORT, supra note 59, at 115.

63.

Id.

64.

Id. at 123.

65. Id.
66. GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION TO REVIEW CALIFORNIA WATER RIGHTS LAW, FINAL REPORT 115 (Dec.
1978) [hereinafter FINAL REPORT].
67. Id. In the event an application for an instream appropriation were granted, the Commission said the
SWRCB should then be required to set an instream flow standard for the stream in question within five years.
Id.
68. Id.
69. As the proposals never gained traction in the legislature, there is little in the public record to reflect
the opposition of those groups. But their general attitude is well reflected in this remark years later by a
prominent water lawyer who for many years has represented water districts: "While certainly there is
widespread support in the State for the protection of our fish and wildlife resources, the full impact of
[protective statutes] on water supply is not generally understood. The public has yet to realize that restricting
diversions to provide water for instream uses has cut deeply into the supplies developed by earlier generations
to carry the State through drought periods, and to meet future growth needs." LIT'LEWORTH & GARNER, supra
note 48, at viii. The year before the Governor's Commission's report, the Farm Bureau put out a comprehensive
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Governor had given a rousing press conference when the Commission's report
was submitted,7' he did nothing to support the recommendations thereafter.72 But
one topic explored by the Commission, the applicability of the public trust
doctrine to the exercise of water rights, did bear significant fruit.
VII. THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE
A. HistoricalPerspective
Historically, the public trust doctrine had to do with public access to
navigable waters for purposes of navigation, commerce, and fishing.73 An early
public trust case in New Jersey in the 1820s dealt with access to oyster beds,74
and, in fact, a U.S. Supreme Court decision in 1842 on the related notion of state
sovereign ownership dealt with those same beds.7 5 In California, from the 1850s
the public trust doctrine was raised in disputes over development in coastal areas,
document on water in California. The closest it came to support for instream flow protection was to say that
"[t]here may be a need to save wild and scenic rivers in California." CAL. FARM BUREAU FED'N, WATER-A
WHITE PAPER (Section VII) (1977). But it supported development on the Eel River and said that "[tihe
pendulum against development has swung too far." Id.
70. Nor did they make enactment of the proposed legislation a high priority. For example, a committee
of the Sierra Club passed a resolution calling the work of the Governor's Commission "of significant interest to
the Sierra Club," mentioning both the instream flow and the groundwater management work. Letter from Bob
Rutemoeller, to the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund (Nov. 2, 1977) (copy on file with the McGeorge Law
Review). But the Sierra Club did not make a major lobbying effort to support the commission's proposals, nor
did any of its colleague environmental organizations do so.
71. The focus at the press conference was on groundwater management. W.B. Rood, Brown Unit Asks
Overhaul of Water Laws-Seeks Sweeping Changes to Curb UndergroundPumping, L.A. TIMES, Jan. 25, 1979,
at 3. The Governor predicted, wrongly as it turned out, that no new reservoirs would be built in California until
new laws on water management were passed. Paul Barnes, Report Urges Control of Groundwater,
SACRAMENTO UNION, Jan. 25, 1979, at 7.

72. In 1982, the Governor did approve legislation mandating the Department of Fish and Game ("DFG")
to do streamflow protection standards. CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 10000-10005 (West 1996 & Supp. 2005). DFG
in fact had done streamflow work prior to 1982. See SCHNEIDER, supra note 57, at 95-101. However, the 1982
legislation required a much more ambitious program than previously was under way. The Director of Fish and
Game was directed to "identify and list those streams and watercourses throughout the state for which minimum
flow levels need to be established" and to "rank the streams and watercourses beginning with those where the
need for establishing minimum flow levels is the greatest." CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 10001. No such list and
ranking have ever been completed. Telephone Interview with John Turner, Department of Fish and Game (May
18, 2004) [hereinafter John Turner Interview] (notes on file with the McGeorge Law Review). But, nonetheless,
a few streamflow protection studies have been prepared by DFG, and on the basis of those studies proposed
streamflow requirements have been transmitted to the SWRCB as contemplated by the legislation. CAL. PUB.
RES. CODE § 10002. About half of those studies have dealt with creeks in the Mono Basin. The legislature said
in 1985 that its intent was for DFG to "develop a program that will initiate studies on at least 10 streams or
watercourses each fiscal year." Id. § 10004. But it has never provided the funding to do that. John Turner
Interview, supra note 72. There appears to be no direct link between the Governor's Commission's SWRCB
recommendations in 1978 and the DFG legislation in 1982 and 1985. But Turner did comment that the
Governor's Commission work on instream flow protection helped DFG "get going" on its streamflow work. Id.
73. 4 WATERS AND WATER RIGHTS § 31.01 (2004).
74. Arnold v. Mundy, 6 N.J.L. 1 (1821).
75. Martin v. Waddell, 41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 367 (1842).
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for example ones involving fill in San Francisco Bay.76 Certainly, the doctrine
did not serve to prevent much, if any, such development-indeed, one may
question the extent to which the public trust doctrine even shaped it. But at least
some of the courts were familiar with the notion that the general public in
principle had certain rights when it came to navigable water and that development proposals should be evaluated with those public rights in mind.
None of the early public trust doctrine cases in California dealt with water
rights. In 1970, when Professor Joseph Sax authored a widely-read law review
article on the public trust doctrine and its potential as a common law means of
protecting the environment,77 he did not consider the possibility it might impact
water rights.78 But the foundation for making the public trust doctrine an
environmental protection tool in California, one which ultimately would impact
water rights, began to be constructed in 1971. It was then that, in dicta in Marks
v. Whitney, the Supreme Court of California said that the purposes of public trust
doctrine protection are not limited to navigation, commerce, and fishing, and that
the state should not be burdened by "an outmoded classification. ' 79 Preservation
of tidelands in their natural state, "so that they may serve as ecological units for
scientific study, as open space, and as environments which provide food and
habitat for birds and marine life, and which favorably affect the scenery and
climate of the area" was said to be an equally valid public trust use. 80
B. The Governor's Commission
The background and issues paper prepared by staff of the Governor's
Commission on instream water uses in California opened, after a brief
introduction, with a lengthy chapter on "the nature of property rights in water and
the public trust doctrine." 8 ' It said "there is nothing in theory" to prevent the
impairment of consumptive water rights by an assertion of the public trust

76. See, e.g., Eldridge v. Cowell, 4 Cal. 80 (1854).
77. Joseph L. Sax, The Public Trust Doctrine in Natural Resource Law: Effective JudicialIntervention,
68 MICH. L. REV. 471 (1970). Sax asserted that of all the concepts in American law, "only the public trust
doctrine seems to have the breadth and substantive content which might make it useful as a tool of general
application for citizens seeking to develop a comprehensive legal approach to resource management problems."
Id. at 474.
78. Sax stated that the "historical scope" of public trust law includes "the public domain below the lowwater mark on the margin of the sea and the great lakes, the waters over those lands, and the waters in their
rivers and streams of any consequence" (plus parklands). Id. at 556. But water rights were not mentioned, which
is surprising given the wide range of natural resource problems to which he thought public trust thinking would
be "equally applicable and equally appropriate." Id. Sax mentioned "air pollution, the dissemination of
pesticides, the location of rights of way for utilities, and strip mining or wetlands filling on private lands in a
state where governmental permits are required" as appropriate for application of the public trust doctrine. Id. at
556-67.
79. Marks v. Whitney, 491 P.2d 374, 380 (Cal. 1971).
80. Id.
81. SCHNEIDER, supra note 57, at 6-29.
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doctrine. 82 The Commission's final report noted that the "expanding public trust
doctrine ...has great potential for change. ' 83 But the report's recommendations
included no reference to the public trust doctrine, as it was expected further
developments would come, if at all, from the judiciary.
C. The U. C. Davis Conference
One direct non-legislative consequence of the work of the Governor's
Commission was a conference held at the University of California at Davis in
1980 on the public trust doctrine in natural resources law and management. 84 By
that time, a lawsuit challenging diversions by the Department of Water and
Power ("DWP") of the City of Los Angeles from several creeks in the Mono
Basin had been filed, and one ground for that lawsuit was the violation of the
public trust doctrine. At the symposium, Professor Ralph Johnson spoke on
public trust protection for stream flows and lake levels in general, 85 and a panel
considered the Mono Basin litigation.86 The UC Davis law review subsequently
published the conference papers, including Professor Johnson's paper and one of
87
mine, addressing public trust and water rights with regard to California, in a
symposium issue. Both of these papers were cited in 1983 in the famed decision
in National Audubon Society v. Superior Court (often known as the "Mono
Lake" decision),88 so there was indeed some indirect consequence for California
water rights law from the instream uses work of the Governor's Commission. Of
course, that work and the conference were not the only contribution to National
Audubon-Morrison and Foerster, the law firm that represented the
environmental plaintiffs in the litigation, did excellent work on the case, and
Justice Allan Broussard's opinion indicated considerable research by the court.
D. National Audubon
The Governor's Commission background and issues paper on instream water
uses in California suggested that expanding aspects of the public trust doctrine
82.
83.

Id.at 27.
FINAL REPORT, supra note 66, at 110.

84. See THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE IN NATURAL RESOURCES LAW
AND MANAGEMENT: CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS (Harrison C. Dunning ed., 1981).

85.

Ralph W. Johnson, Public Trust Protectionfor Stream Flows and Lake Levels, in THE PUBLIC

TRUST DOCTRINE IN NATURAL RESOURCES LAW AND MANAGEMENT: CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

108

(Harrison C. Dunning ed., 1981). In addition, Ronald B. Robie, the Director of DWR, provided "A Water
Manager's Commentary on the Public Trust Doctrine." See id. at 132.
86. Id. at 141.
87.

See Ralph W. Johnson, Public Trust Protectionfor Stream Flows and Lake Levels, 14 U.C. DAVIS L.

REV. 233 (1980); Harrison C. Dunning, The Significance of California'sPublic Trust Easement for California
Water Rights Law, 14 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 357 (1980).
88. Nat'l Audubon Soc'y v. Superior Court, 658 P.2d 709, 712, 720-21, 722 n.21, 728-29 (Cal. 1983),
cert. denied, 464 U.S. 977 (1983).
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indicated that "the underlying premise is the superiority of public rights. 89
Justice Broussard in his opinion in NationalAudubon, however, did not go so far.
Instead, he identified the public trust doctrine and the appropriative water rights
doctrine as separate threads in California law, both of them legitimate. He
proclaimed the task for the courts is to reconcile or "accommodate" them, 90 in a
process known to many as "balancing."
National Audubon was a decision about fundamental principles, not one
which actually did any accommodation regarding Mono Basin diversions. Eleven
more years would be necessary to do that.
E. The Mono Basin Fish Cases
In the interim, the Mono Basin litigation developed a second major focus,
one on fish in the creeks tributary to the lake. National Audubon itself had
nothing to do with fish, which do not exist in highly saline Mono Lake. Rather
the public trust claim in National Audubon had been that the diversion of water
from the fresh water creeks was causing the level of the navigable saline lake to
become lower, increasing the salinity level of the water. 9' This, in turn, was a risk
to the survival of invertebrates in the lake, the food source for the considerable
bird life at the lake. 92 Additionally, the lower lake level was turning islands used
by the birds for nesting into peninsulas on which the nests were subject to
predation.93 There also was a claim that the lands exposed when the lake level
dropped caused air pollution as the alkaline dust picked up from those lands was
blown around the area.94 It was only after a very wet year that led to the release
of water below a DWP dam on Rush Creek,9 5 and substantial numbers of fish
appeared in the downstream area, 96 that fishing organizations filed suit based on
Fish and Game Code section 5937.97 They were successful in getting a trial court
to order some interim releases of water, 98 and the Court of Appeal affrmed the

89.

SCHNEIDER, supra note 57, at 26.

90. Nat'lAudubon Soc'y, 658 P.2d at 726.
91. Id. at 715.
92. Id.
93. Id. at 716.
94. Id. at 731 n.31.
95. CAL. STATE WATER RES. CONTROL BD., DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR THE REVIEW
OF THE MONO BASIN WATER RIGHTS OF THE CITY OF Los ANGELES 1-3 (1993) [hereinafter DRAFT EIR].
96. Id.
97. CAL. FISH & GAME CODE § 5937 (West 1998).
98. Mono Lake Comm. v. City of Los Angeles, Civ. No. 8608 (Cal. Super. Ct. Mono County 1987) (Lee
Vining Creek) (4-5 cubic feet per second); Dahlgren v. City of Los Angeles, Civ. No. 8092 (Cal. Super. Ct.
Mono County 1985) (Rush Creek) (19 cubic feet per second). Subsequently, after these cases were transferred
from Mono County to El Dorado County and were coordinated with National Audubon, much larger releases
were ordered. In the Matter of Mono Lake Water Right Cases (Cal. Super. Ct. El Dorado County 1989 (85-100
cubic feet per second for Rush Creek; 60 cubic feet per second or, if a lesser amount, the inflow rate at the
diversion facility for Lee Vining Creek). These flow rates were established to comply with preliminary
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applicability of section 5937 to DWP's licenses. 99 So by the time the whole
Mono Basin question was under consideration by the SWRCB, legal questions

existed as to protection of both the navigable lake and the non-navigable
tributaries to the lake.
F. The SWRCB Mono Basin Decision

In preparation for its decision, the SWRCB, through a consultant, put
together a massive environmental impact report. °0 The SWRCB then held three
days of informal hearings and forty-three days of evidentiary hearings. In 1994, it
announced its decision, 0 1 which required DWP to cease most export of Mono
Basin water until Mono Lake recovered to a specified elevation 0 2 and also
mandated specific stream flows.'0 3 Although the required lake elevation is
considerably lower than the pre-diversion elevation, 1 4 it was deemed adequate to
protect the invertebrate populations 0 5 and the islands, 0 6 as well as to greatly
reduce the air pollution problem. 0 7 It did much less to restore the extensive
injunctions issued August 22, 1989, and December 6, 1989, requiring DWP to maintain Mono Lake at a level of
about 6,377 feet above sea level.
99. Cal. Trout, Inc. v. State Water Res. Control Bd., 255 Cal. Rptr. 184 (Cal. Ct. App. 1989); see also
Cal. Trout, Inc. v. Superior Court, 266 Cal. Rptr. 788 (Cal. Ct. App. 1990).
100. CAL. STATE WATER RES. CONTROL BD., FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR THE
REVIEW OF THE MONO BASIN WATER RIGHTS OF THE CITY OF Los ANGELES (1994) [hereinafter FINAL EIR].

This EIR incorporated by reference the Draft EIR cited above at note 95, which was not revised and
republished. Id. at 1-1. These documents were prepared pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act,
which requires environmental analysis when a governmental "project" meets certain criteria. The draft EIR
defined the project as "the establishment of required conditions for Mono Lake and the diverted streams and the
modifications of the City of Los Angeles' diversions to conform to those requirements by amendment of its
water licenses." DRAFT EIR, supra note 95, at 1-1. A number of alternatives were reviewed, most of them keyed
to a specified lake elevation. Detailed chapters dealt with hydrology, water quality, vegetation, fishery
resources, the aquatic productivity of the lake, wildlife, land use, air quality, visual resources, recreation
resources, cultural resources, water supply power generation, and economics. The final EIR provided comment
letters on the draft EIR, agency responses, and agency conclusions.
101. S.W.R.C.B. Decision 1631 (Sept. 28, 1994) [hereinafter Decision 1631].
102. Id. at 202-03. The order prohibits export of any water from the Mono Basin by DWP until the lake
level reaches 6,377 feet above sea level; allows only minor amounts to be exported at elevations between 6,377
and 6,391 feet above sea level; and allows full exercise of amounts authorized by the license above 6,391 feet
above sea level, subject only to requirements for fishery protection flows and channel maintenance and flushing
flows in the creeks. Id. Hydrologic models predict these rules will lead to an average lake level of 6,392.6 feet
above sea level. JOHN HART, STORM OVER MONO 172 (1996). The lake level was expected to reach 6,382 feet
above sea level by April 1, 2004. Greg Reis, 2003 Runoff Higher than Predicted,MONO LAKE NEWSLETTER,
Summer 2003, at 22. But on May 1, 2005, the lake level was only 6381.6 feet above sea level. Mono Lake
Committee, Mono Lake Web Site, at http://www.monolake.org/ (last visited May 12, 2005) (copy on file with
the McGeorge Law Review).
103. Decision 1631, supra note 101, at 196-201.
104. The pre-diversion elevation in 1941 was 6,417 feet above sea level. The historic low was 6,372 feet
above sea level in 1982, which brought a decline in the surface area of the lake of about 25%. Id. at 5. The
SWRCB limited the required level to 6,391 feet above sea level in part to protect access to tufa formations at
the southern end of the lake, where a visitor's center had been established. Id. at 143-45.
105. See id. at 77-82.
106. See id. at 135-36.
107. See id. at 120-32.
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waterfowl habitat that had once existed around the lake. 0 8 As Los Angeles chose
not to appeal the SWRCB's decision to the courts,' 9 the 1994 decision marked
an end to the main part of the litigation and a shift of focus to the restoration
work associated with the flows mandated for the creeks and with the wetlands
along the lake. That0 work has included attention to both stream and waterfowl
habitat restoration.'
G. The PoliticalContext for the Mono Basin Decision
In evaluating the Mono Basin outcome, it would be a mistake to ignore the
political context. Although the SWRCB was in principle operating in a quasiadjudicatory fashion, it is in fact a highly political body. During the preliminary
policy sessions prior to taking evidence, the Secretary of the California
Environmental Protection Agency appeared on behalf of Governor Pete
Wilson-a former mayor of San Diego, in some sense long a rival of Los
Angeles-to suggest as reasonable a lake level not much different from that
ultimately ordered by the SWRCB."' A principal advocate for Mono Lake
restoration was the Mono Lake Committee, which worked tirelessly in Los
Angeles and elsewhere to win support to "save Mono Lake" and to get the
authorities to examine alternative ways of meeting the city's water needs.' 1 2 The
committee helped get both state and federal authorization for funds to allow some
of those alternatives." 13 As pointed out by John Hart in his masterful study of the
Mono Basin controversy, Martha Davis, the executive director of the Mono Lake
Committee during most of the battle with Los Angeles, consistently sought
"closure" rather than victory-i.e., "a solution that will stick because it is
14
accepted by all."'

108. See id. at 112-19.
109. HART, supra note 102, at 173-74.
110. See S.W.R.C.B. Order No. WR 98-05 (Sept. 2, 1998). This order increases the flows ordered in
SWRCB Decision 1631 for four Mono Basin creeks and provides for many other stream restoration measures
such as installation of large woody debris, sediment passage facilities, and extensive independent monitoring.
Waterfowl habitat restoration measures include reopening distributory channels in bottomlands, participating in
controlled burning, and independent monitoring. See also S.W.R.C.B. Order No. WR 98-07 (Nov. 19, 1998).
111. HART, supra note 102, at 165. The level suggested was 6,390 feet above sea level.
112. The Mono Lake Committee's summer 2003 newsletter, largely devoted to the organization's
twenty-fifth anniversary, contains several retrospectives on the committee and the litigation. See MONO LAKE
COMM., MONO LAKE NEWSLETTER, Summer 2003, at 3-14, available at http:llwww.monolake.orglnewsletter/
03summer/index.html (last visited May 28, 2005) (copy on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
113. HART, supra note 102, at 132-33, 168-70, 174-75.
114. Id. at 176. Hart also says Davis, seeking compromise and negotiation, "had to settle for a stunning
victory instead." Id. at xiii.
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H. What If?
The Mono Basin controversy is instructive regarding the Governor's
Commission's instream flow protection recommendations. Imagine for a moment
that those recommendations had been enacted into law by the California
Legislature. Imagine further that the SWRCB, either on its own motion or in
response to a petition, had decided it was in the public interest to establish
instream flow standards for the four creeks utilized by DWP in the Mono Basin.
Imagine finally that the SWRCB had adopted standards for the same flows as
those in the 1994 decision. What would have been the effect of those standards?
According to the instream legislation recommended by the Governor's
Commission, the standards would be binding on future SWRCB actions, e.g., in
determining if water was available for appropriation, in setting permit or license
terms and conditions, and in determining whether to approve an application for a
change in point of diversion, place of use or purpose of use." 15
Binding future SWRCB actions would, however, have had virtually no
impact in the Mono Basin. There, a large water project was in place, and it was
the regular operation of that project that brought ongoing environmental damage.
In such a case, the legislation recommended by the Governor's Commission
provided for the SWRCB to develop or participate with other agencies in
developing a program to achieve compliance with the instream flow standards.16
Examples of the elements of such a program would be water rights acquisition by
the Resources Agency, 1 7 which, it was recommended, would be given authority
to acquire water or water rights for recreation or for the preservation or
enhancement of fish and wildlife resources "by gift, exchange, or purchase;"" 18
physical solutions;' 9 and restrictions of existing water uses.120 But-of critical
shall
importance-the recommended legislation provided that no such restriction
12 1
cause "substantial harm" to any lawful user of the water in question.
Obviously, the restrictions imposed on DWP in the name of the public trust
doctrine and section 5937 did cause substantial harm to that agency. Very likely
had the flow standard recommendation been enacted into law, there would not
have been funding for large-scale acquisition of water rights in the Mono Basin
by the Resources Agency. A physical solution would not have been helpful, as it
requires the senior-there, DWP-to be made whole. 122 And restrictions of the
115. FINAL REPORT, supra note 66, at 125.
116. Id. at 126-27.
117. Id at 126.
118. Id at 129. The legislation on this topic in the draft report included "eminent domain" as a means of
acquisition of water or water rights. DRAFT REPORT, supra note 59, at 131. That means, however, was dropped in the
face of objections.
119. FINAL REPORT, supra note 66, at 126.
120. Id.
121. Id
122. Harrison C. Dunning, The "PhysicalSolution" in Western Water Law, 57 U. COLO.L. REv. 445 (1986).
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magnitude necessary would have been prohibited. So, had the Commission's
legislative recommendations been heeded, they likely would not have led to
significant change within the Mono Basin. Section 5937 was much more
powerful in dealing with fish flows in the creeks, although it seemed largely a
dead letter when the Governor's Commission was doing its work. 23 But it was
the public trust doctrine which drove the process for the Mono Basin later on,
both in inspiring the courts and the SWRCB to require releases for fish in the
creeks pursuant to section 5937 and in getting the SWRCB to mandate a higher
lake level.
L

The Key: Compensation or Not

In the end, the key difference between the instream flow standards regulatory
approach of the Governor's Commission and the public trust approach of
National Audubon comes down to compensation. The regulatory approach
assumed the legitimate and paramount position of established water rights, and it
forced standards and implementation programs to work around those rights.
National Audubon also assumed that established water rights were legitimate, but
that they had to coexist with the public property rights in water protected by the
public trust doctrine. Accommodation of these two legitimate types of rights
could-and did-mean substantial uncompensated harm for the holder of
appropriative water rights. 124 Of course, outside of the judicial and administrative
forums, legislation provided a good deal of funding for DWP to seek alternative
sources of water supply.1 25 This certainly helped pave the way toward bringing
closure to the Mono Basin controversy.
NationalAudubon provided California with a powerful tool for instream flow
protection. The decision went a long way, in principle at least, toward rectifying
the long-standing imbalance between meeting instream and out-of-stream needs
for water supply. But after more than twenty years with NationalAudubon on the
books, we have not had a robust implementation of its principles. Progress has
been, at best, halting.
VIII. POST-NATIONAL A UDUBON JUDICIAL DECISIONS
AND THE PUBLIC TRUST

Reported judicial decisions since 1983 have not had a great deal to say about
the public trust doctrine and water rights. The famed "Racanelli" decision from
123. Baiocchi, supra note 31, at 445-46.
124. For example, once the designated elevation for Mono Lake is achieved, it is estimated DWP will be
able to export just over 30,000 acre-feet of water a year from the Mono Basin. HART, supra note 102, at 171.
But from 1974 until 1989, DWP annually exported an average of 83,000 acre-feet of water from the Mono
Basin. DRAFr EIR, supranote 95, at 1-2.
125. See supra text accompanying note 113. The principal "sources" were waste water reclamation and
conservation. One successful conservation program was a massive program for conversion to low-flow toilets.
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the Court of Appeal in 1986,126 which dealt with important questions about the
relationship of water rights law and water quality law in the contentious context
of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, relied on the public trust doctrine to
provide authority to the SWRCB to require instream flows. 127 A Court of Appeal
public trust decision in litigation on Putah Creek at one time was eagerly awaited,
but a settlement of that case meant no such decision appeared. The trial judge in
that case had suggested navigability should not be a limitation on public trust
doctrine applicability, 28 presaging an even more expansive conclusion reached
by the Supreme Court of Hawaii in 1999,129 but we have no indication if the
appellate court would have agreed.
IX. SECTION 5937: THE FRIANT LITIGATION

There has been important litigation concerning section 5937 in a case on
Friant Dam. 130 That litigation began life as a National Environmental Policy Act
challenge to plans by the Bureau of Reclamation to renew its contracts for the
Friant Division of the CVP. 13 1 Later, Endangered Species Act claims were added,
and finally a cause of action was added based on section 8 of the Reclamation
Act. 132 Section 8 requires reclamation projects to comply with state law unless
that law conflicts with a clear congressional directive. 133 The state provision in
question was, of course, section 5937.134 The Ninth Circuit ruled that section
5937 is not preempted by the Central Valley Project Improvement Act

126. United States v. State Water Res. Control Bd., 227 Cal. Rptr. 161 (Cal. Ct. App. 1986).
127. Id. at 201-02. The Racanelli decision is just one piece of a complicated legal and political situation
in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. Certainly instream flow protection is part of that situation, but this
article-like the Governor's Commission-is focused on California instream flow protection law. The legal
issues in the Delta have become primarily federal ones with the Federal Clean Water Act and Endangered
Species Act driving the process. To the extent state law is involved, it is primarily state water quality law and
law of the California Bay-Delta Authority. Therefore, no attempt is made here to review the Delta situation.
128. Putah Creek Council v. Solano Irrigation Dist., Civ. No. 5157588 (Cal. Super. Ct. Sacramento
County 1996). The trial judge said in his view "present day issues ought not to be driven by such an archaic, if
not arcane, principle.., in my view, navigability is not required." Putah Creek Adjudication Ends; Court
Orders Project Flows Reallocated to Instream Uses, 6 CAL. WATER L. & POL'Y REP. (No. 8) 154, 155 (May
1996). Another important unreported trial court public trust decision is Envtl. Defense Fund v. East Bay Mun.
Util. Dist., Civ. No. 425955 (Cal. Super. Ct. Alameda County 1990) (Lower American River), which is
analyzed in Joseph L. Sax, Bringing an Ecological Perspective to Natural Resources Law: Fulfilling the
Promise of the Public Trust, in NATURAL RESOURCES POLICY AND LAW-TRENDS AND DIRECTIONS 148

(Lawrence J. MacDonnell & Sarah F. Bates eds., 1993).
129. In re Water Use Permit Applications (Waiahole Ditch), 9 P.3d 409, 445 (Haw. 2000) (noting that
public trust in Hawaii encompasses "all the water resources of the state" (citing Robinson v. Ariyoshi, 658 P.2d
287, 310 (Haw. 1982))).
130. Natural Res. Defense Council v. Houston, 146 F.3d 1118 (9th Cir. 1998).
131. Id. at 1124.
132. Id.
133. 43 U.S.C.A. § 383 (West 1986). For more on section 8, see California v. United States, 438 U.S.
645 (1978) (New Melones Dam).
134. Natural Res. Defense Council, 146 F.3dat 1124, 1131.
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("CVPIA"),135 CVPIA being 1992 legislation that calls for a plan for San Joaquin
River restoration and that forbids Friant Dam releases pursuant to the plan
without specific congressional authorization.1 36 But the federal court quite
properly read the prohibition as relevant only to the CVPIA plan,' 37 one which in
fact has never been completed. It said Congress deliberately limited the
prohibition to38 the CVPIA context, so it has no relevance to a section 5937
requirement.
After the Ninth Circuit's ruling in 1998, the litigation was stayed for several
years while the plaintiffs and the intervening parties-mostly water districts
representing the interests of farmers using Friant Division water-sought
unsuccessfully to reach a settlement.' 39 The litigation is now again underway, and
it is every bit as significant as the Mono Basin litigation. But, as of this writing,
the outcome of that litigation is unknown.140
X. SWRCB INSTREAM ACTIVITY SINCE NATIONAL AUDUBON
At the agency level, since 1983 the SWRCB has revised its procedures to
reflect its responsibilities pursuant to the public trust doctrine and section
5937.141 In the SWRCB's work, it has become conventional to refer to resources

135. Id. at 1132 (stating that "[tihere is no clear directive in the CVPIA which preempts the application
of § 5937 if the state law could be implemented in a way that is consistent with Congress' plans to develop and
restore fisheries below the Friant Dam in a manner that is 'reasonable, prudent, and feasible"'-quoting section
3406(c) of the CVPIA, Pub. L. No. 102-575).
136. Id.at 1124, 1132.
137. The prohibition applies only to releases from Friant Dam "as a measure to implement this title," i.e.
Title 34 of the CVPIA. 1d. at 1132. The plaintiffs in the litigation seek releases from Friant Dam pursuant to section
5937 of the California Fish and Game Code, with which, pursuant to Section 8 of the Reclamation Act, the Bureau
of Reclamation must comply. Id. at 1124.
138. Id. at 1132.
139. Bob Egelko, Deal to Revive Dammed-Up San Joaquin Falters-Environmentalists,Farmers Stop
Talking, S.F. CHRoNICLE, Apr. 18, 2003, at A28.
140. In the latest chapter of this litigation, a federal district court held once again that section 5937 is not
facially preempted by the CVPIA, i.e. it is not preempted if it can be implemented in a way "that is consistent with
Congress' plan to develop and restore fisheries below the Friant Dam in a manner that is 'reasonable, prudent, and
feasible."' Natural Res. Defense Council v. Patterson, 333 F. Supp. 2d 906, 919 (E.D. Cal. 2004) (quoting Natural
Res. Defense Council, 146 F.3d at 1132). Like the Ninth Circuit, the district court "left open the question of
preemption at the remedy stage," i.e., whether water can be released from Friant Dam for downstream fish in a way
that meets the federal requirement for a "reasonable, prudent, and feasible" plan. Id. at 921. The district court noted
that the language constraining the plan, found in section 3406(c) of the CVPIA, Pub. L. 102-575, may in the end
protect the Bureau of Reclamation "from the full rigor of the state statute." Id. at 919 n.8. The district court also
held that the Bureau of Reclamation has violated section 5937 by not releasing water at Friant Dam to keep
downstream historic fisheries in good condition. Id. at 924-25. Presumably the next chapter of this important
instream flow litigation, baring a reversal on appeal, will address what remedy is appropriate.
141. The SWRCB took the position that for "at least the past 25 years" it had, pursuant to Article X, Section
2 and its statutory public interest authority, "considered values that are also protected by the public trust doctrine."
STATE WATER RES. CONTROL BD., WORKSHOP SESSION: WATER RIGHTS (Nov. 28-3, 1983). Consistent with that
view, it said its procedures in 1983 were "sufficiently broad to allow consideration of public trust values," but
nonetheless it amended some of its forms, regulations and standard permit terms to use public trust phrasing. Id.;
CAL. CODE REGS. tit. 23, § 780 (2005).
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benefiting from instream flows, such as fish, as "public trust resources." But a
review of SWRCB decisions on instream flows since the 1994 Mono Basin
decision indicates that they sometimes reflect some hesitancy in providing the
robust protection suggested by National Audubon and the SWRCB's own work
on the Mono Basin. And, so far, there are only a handful of these decisions in a
state with over one thousand significant dams.
A. Bear Creek
1995 was an important year for instream flow work at the SWRCB, with decisions
on Bear Creek, the Carmel River, and Lagunitas Creek of particular interest for
California instream flow protection law. Bear Creek, in San Bernardino County, was
designated a wild trout stream in 1988 by the California Department of Fish and
Game. 142 That decision was prompted by the excellence of its trout fishery resource
and by its proximity to the urban areas of southern California.143 Two years later, an
environmental organization, California Trout, Inc. ("Cal-Trout"), complained to the
SWRCB that a water district that operates an upstream reservoir for irrigation water
supply and for recreation had cut back releases from its dam for downstream water
rights and had substituted purchased water from another source for use by the prior
right holders.' 44 The complaint alleged that, as a consequence, instream flows for the
trout fishery had become inadequate. 145 Two of the allegations by Cal-Trout were that
the lower releases violated the public trust doctrine and section 5937.146 It asked that
the district be ordered to do an instream study to determine needed flows for the long147
term, to do another study to establish interim flows, and to release the interim floWS.
The SWRCB, as is typical in its instream proceedings, was expansive in discussing
its own authority with regard to instream flows. 148 National Audubon dealt with
licenses to appropriate issued by a predecessor of the SWRCB, but the SWRCB
asserted it also has authority pursuant to the public trust doctrine to supervise
appropriative rights, such as those held by the appropriator in the Bear Creek case,
which predate institution of the state's permitting and licensing scheme. 149 It said also
that its supervisory authority under the public trust doctrine extends to non-navigable
waters that support a fishery as well as to navigable waters. 5° It further noted that it
is the SWRCB's policy to enforce section 5937 statewide, even outside of Inyo

142. S.W.R.C.B. Order No. WR 95-4, at 5 (Feb. 16, 1995) [hereinafter Order 95-4].
143. Id.
144. Id. at 1-2.
145. Id. at 2.
146. Id.
147. Id.
148. See id. at 14-17.
149. Id. at 14-15. The SWRCB relied on In re Water of Hallett Creek Stream Sys., 749 P.2d 324, 338
n.16 (Cal. 1988), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 824 (1988).
150. Order 95-4, supra note 142, at 15-17. The source of this idea, cited by the SWRCB, is People v.
Truckee Lumber Co., 40 P. 374 (Cal. 1897).
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and Mono counties where section 5946 of the Fish and Game Code compels the
require compliance with section 5937 whenever it issues a permit or
SWRCB to
5
a license.' '
From the district's dam, Bear Creek flows nearly nine miles through a steep
canyon before it joins the Santa Ana River. 152 The SWRCB asserted that the
fundamental issue in the proceeding was "whether all of Bear Creek or only the
reach downstream of West Cub Creek [a tributary with significant flow entering
Bear Creek just over a mile below the dam] should be assured instream flows
adequate to maintain a trout fishery in good condition."1 53 It decided to order
flows only to do the latter. 5 4 Arguably, it bought the district's argument that the
fishery upstream of West Cub Creek was in "good condition" because it supports
species other than trout, such as crayfish and prickly sculpin. 55 The latter were
presumably not the fish Cal-Trout had in mind in filing its complaint and, more
importantly, likely not what the legislators who enacted section 5937 had in
mind. So, despite its expansive statement of its own authority, the SWRCB in the
Bear Creek proceeding applied its authority quite narrowly.
B. The Cannel River
There was also an important SWRCB decision on the Carmel River in
1995.56 That river is a source of water supply for the Monterey Peninsula,
provided7 by a private company, California American Water Company ("CalAm").

15

The Carmel River flows from the Santa Lucia Mountains approximately58
thirty-six miles to Carmel Bay, about five miles south of the City of Monterey.
Cal-Am operates wells situated in the lower Carmel River. 159 It also gets water
from reservoirs in the upper reaches of the watershed, 606 although the utility of
the reservoirs has been greatly reduced by sedimentation.' 1

151. Order 95-4, supra note 142, at 19.
152. Id. at 3.
153. Id.at 20.
154. Id.at 39.
155. Id. at 20-22; see also Kevin O'Brien, SWRCB Big Bear Lake Decision Provides Clues on Current
Policy RegardingFishery Release Requirements, 5 CAL. WATER L. & POL'Y REP. 175 (June 1995).
156. See S.W.R.C.B. Order No. WR 95-10 (July 6, 1995) (amended by Order 98-04) [hereinafter Order
95-101.
157. Id. at1,6.
158. Id.at 9.
159. Id. at 6 ("these wells supply about 69 percent of the water needs of Cal-Am customers").
160. Id.
161. Id. at 6-7.
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Between 1987 and 1991, the SWRCB received several complaints about CalAm's water supply facilities. 62 The complaints asserted that Cal-Am's wells
were unauthorized, in that they pumped from a subterranean stream flowing in a
known and definite channel without the SWRCB permits required for such
the public trust
pumping. 163 They also alleged that pumping was 1destroying
64
steelhead.
particularly
River,
Carmel
the
of
resources
The SWRCB in 1995 found Cal-Am's Carmel River subterranean streams
pumping to be unauthorized, and it ordered the company to obtain rights to cover
its diversion and use of water.165 The SWRCB also ordered the company to
implement measures to minimize harm to public trust resources.166
Cal-Am's initial response to SWRCB's action was to rely on plans for a new
dam on the Carmel River, one known as New Los Padres Dam. Indeed, the same
day that the SWRCB ordered Cal-Am to cease and desist diverting any additional
water from the river until it ended its unlawful diversions, 167 it approved an
application by the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District to divert to
storage at New Los Padres Dam.t 68 The plan was for the district to release water
from this new dam for the benefit of Cal-Am's San Clemente Dam downstream,
as well as its wells still further downstream, and for the benefit of instream flow
maintenance. 6 9 But voters within the district rejected the plan later in 1995,7°
and Cal-Am's proposal to take over the permit for the dam was rejected by the
district in 2003.171 Meanwhile, desalination has emerged as the leading water
supply preference for the Monterey Peninsula, with both Cal-Am and the district
putting forward desalination proposals. t72 San Clemente Dam is no longer
operated as a water supply facility, having lost ninety percent of its capacity to
sedimentation since its construction in 1921.
The unauthorized pumping
continues, although it is managed in a way designed to minimize adverse impact
on the steelhead.

Id. at 7-8.
Id.
Id. Steelhead, taxonomically a Pacific Salmon, are sea-run rainbow trout. See CALIFORNIA'S
SALMON AND STEELHEAD: THE STRUGGLE TO RESTORE AN IMPERILED RESOURCE 282 (Alan Lufkin ed., 1991).
162.
163.
164.

165. Order 95-10, supra note 156, at 39-40. The SWRCB did not, however, order Cal-Am immediately
to cease and desist from unlawful diversion, nor did it refer the matter to the Attorney General for an

enforcement action regarding the unlawful diversion.
166. Id. at 28-29.
167. Id. at 40.
168. S.W.R.C.B. Decision 1632 (July 6, 1995) [hereinafter Decision 1632].
169.
170.

Id. at 6.
MONTEREY PENINSULA WATER MGMT. DIST., AUTUMN REPORT, at 3 (2003), at http://www.

mpwmd.dst.ca.us/newsltr/2003fall/ (copy on file with the McGeorge Law Review). The plan was rejected as
voters declined "to pay for a dam that would aid growth." Id.
171. Id.
172. Id. at 1.
173. Jd. at3.
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C. Lagunitas Creek
A third SWRCB decision in 1995 dealing with California instream flow
protection law was on Lagunitas Creek in Marin County. 174 This creek originates on
Mount Tamalpiais and flows twenty-five miles before discharging to Tomales
Bay. 175 Water supply dams have been constructed on the creek since 1873,176 and
these have significantly reduced runs of steelhead and coho salmon. 177 The major
diverter is the Matin Municipal Water District, which diverts approximately 25,000
portion of Marin County to serve customers in the
acre-feet annually in the western
178
county.
the
of
portion
eastern
In 1982, the SWRCB approved an enlargement of one of the district's water
supply facilities and established interim instream flow standards for Lagunitas
Creek. 179 Its decision required flow studies by the district, 180 as did ajudicial decision
following some litigation over the SWRCB action.' 8' But the Department of Fish and
Game ("DFG") and the district could not agree on a plan of action for instream flow
protection after completion of the studies, and, in 1990, they requested a SWRCB
hearing on the instream issues. 182 The SWRCB's 1995 action resulted from that
hearing.
The SWRCB water right order in 1995 on Lagunitas Creek is a good
example of contemporary administrative action on instream flow protection in
the context of water rights. 83 The watershed, hydrology, history of development,
84
and water rights claims are carefully described, as is the enlargement project.'
Section 5937,185 some 1988 legislation stating a protective policy for anadromous
fisheries, 186 the constitutional and statutory reasonableness doctrine, 87 the public
trust doctrine,188 and two relevant water code provisions are described. 89 The
district's water supply operations are discussed,' 90 as are those of two other

174. S.W.R.C.B. Order No. WR 95-17 (Oct. 26, 1995) [hereinafter Order 95-17].
175. Id. at 3.
176. Id. at 8.
177. Id. at 3.
178. Id. at 6.
179. Id. at 1; see S.W.R.C.B. Decision 1582, at 15-16, 27 (Apr. 7, 1982) [hereinafter Decision 1582].
180. Order 95-17, supra note 174, at 1-2; see Decision 1582, supra note 179, at 19, 27.
181. Order95-17, supra note 174, at 2.
182. Id.
183. Note, however, that it took sixteen years to obtain a resolution on the instream flow question. DFG
filed suit in 1979 challenging the EIR prepared by the Marin Municipal Water District on the Kent Lake
expansion. ld. at 10.
184. See id. at 6-12.
185. See id at 12.
186. See id. at 12-13 (discussing the Salmon, Steelhead Trout and Anadromous Fisheries Program Act).
187. See id. at 13-14.
188. See id. at 14-15.
189. See id. at 15 (discussing sections 1243 and 1253).
190. See id. at 16-19.
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diverters in the Lagunitas Creek watershed.19 1 And, of course, the evidence is
reviewed at length.
In its Lagunitas Creek decision, the SWRCB asserts that its task is "to regulate
the major water diversions in the basin in a manner that maximizes the competing
beneficial uses of water, maintains fish in good condition, and protects public trust
resources where feasible."'1 92 It thus is responding to mandates in Article X, Section 2
of the California constitution, section 5937 of the Fish and Game Code, and National
Audubon. Formally, the constitutional mandate is paramount, as clearly it prevails
over the statutory command of the Fish and Game Code, and National Audubon was
explicit that public trust uses must meet the reasonableness standard. 93 But in
practice, since the preservation and enhancement of fish resources is as much a
beneficial use of water as municipal water supply or irrigation, to say water
diversions must be regulated to maximize competing beneficial uses of water seems
to say very little. Furthermore, no substantive direction emerges from a command to
protect public trust resources "where feasible." Neither NationalAudubon nor any of
the reported judicial or administrative public trust decisions since 1983 have
suggested any good methodology for knowing what is feasible and what is not or, for
that matter, any particular formula for doing the accommodation where the
protection of public trust resources is deemed to be feasible. 194 So in a case like
Lagunitas Creek, which is typical in that the instream flow protection question is
focused on fish, the task is reduced to determining what will reasonably keep the fish
"in good condition."
In the Bear Creek proceeding, a DFG fisheries biologist testified that he
determines whether fish are in good condition by examining them in their habitat,
stating that "[i]f the fish are abundant considering the stream size or its potential
productivity, have enough food, have a low disease frequency, are in equilibrium
with their environment, and have all life stages represented, he considers them to
be in good condition."1 95 Using these criteria, particularly that on abundance, it
seems clear that when the SWRCB considered Lagunitas Creek, the key fish
species were not in good condition. The creek had once supported "substantial
runs" of coho salmon, with an annual escapement of three to five thousand
fish. 196 By 1995, there was only "a remnant population" of coho salmon, with
returning spawners ranging up to four-hundred in number.1 97 Steelhead were

191. See id. at 25-41.
192. Id. at 70.
193. Nat'l Audubon Soc'y v. Superior Court, 658 P.2d 709, 725 (Cal. 1983).
194. The most useful discussion of how an accommodation should be accomplished is Sax, supra note
128, who based his analysis on an unreported decision on a dispute over instream flows in the Lower American
River.
195. Order 95-4, supra note 142, at 20.
196. Order 95-17, supra note 174, at 43. "Escapement" refers to the number of salmonids that escape
capture to spawn in freshwater streams. CALIFORNIA'S SALMON AND STEELHEAD, supra note 164, at 276.
197. Order 95-17, supranote 174, at43.
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doing no better, with fewer than fifty adult 198pair of spawners in the creek and
fewer than a hundred in the entire watershed.
So the question at the crux of the Lagunitas Creek proceeding was what
should be ordered to return the fish to good condition. Several studies, instream
flow methodologies, and recommendations were reviewed. As is typical in these
proceedings, the DFG recommended far more flow than the water district did.
"Flow" should not be taken here as a monolith, as many different flows were
being debated: attraction flows, to attract the fish from Tomales Bay to the creek;
upstream migration flows at several times in the fall and winter; and minimum
flows in various amounts throughout the entire year, varying depending on
whether it was a "normal" year or a "dry" year. 199 And flow was not the whole
story; there was also discussion as to water temperature, sediment control,
riparian management, and the removal of a seasonal dam used to deal with
salinity intrusion.2°
The result in the 1995 Lagunitas Creek proceeding was to increase the prior
flow requirement, 20 1 but not by nearly as much as recommended by DFG,
presumably the agency with the greatest expertise on what is needed to keep fish
in good condition. For wet and normal years, for example, the prior requirement
was 9,400 acre-feet annually ("afa"). DFG recommended 18,300 afa, while the
SWRCB ordered 11,050 afa.2 °2
It seems clear the order was moderated to reduce its impact on the water
district. Indeed, the SWRCB said its minimum flow requirements "represent an
equitable allocation of water," one which "will maintain fish in good condition
while allowing continued diversion of substantial quantities of water for
municipal use and irrigation. 20 3 Section 5937 does not speak of "equity," but
nonetheless equity as viewed by the SWRCB permeates its instream flow
protection decisions. In the case of the Marin Municipal Water District, the
argument for some equitable balancing may have seemed particularly strong to
the SWRCB, as the district had an existing water shortage "which results in
frequent, and often severe, water supply deficiencies.,, 204 An extreme deficiency
had occurred during the 1976-1977 drought, during which the district's
205
customers reduced use by 65 percent.
To say that the SWRCB considers "equity" in its instream flow protection
decision is perhaps little different than to say it considers "reasonableness,"
which it is constitutionally mandated to do. But, in at least one notable recent

198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.

Id.
See id. at 50.
Id. at 107.
Id. at 103.
Id.
Id. at 107.
Id. at 24.
Id. at 20.
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case, it also has been influenced by political pressure, most likely from the
Governor's Office. That case involved the Lower Yuba River.
D. The Lower Yuba River
In 1988, a coalition of fishing organizations complained to the SWRCB that
the instream flow requirements in permits issued to the Yuba County Water
Agency ("YCWA") did not provide adequate protection for fish in the Lower
Yuba River.2 °6 YCWA is an "umbrella" agency or wholesaler that holds the
leading water rights on the Yuba River. In 1970, it completed New Bullards Bar,
a multi-purpose project with a storage capacity of nearly a million acre-feet. 20 7 It
releases water from New Bullards Bar for diversion downstream, mainly for
irrigation use, at two dams built and operated by others.20 8 At the time of the
1988 complaint, the applicable instream flow requirements were based on
agreements between YCWA and DFG reached in the 1960s.2°
As a result of the 1988 complaint, DFG prepared a Lower Yuba River
Fisheries Management Plan. 210 After that, in 1992, the SWRCB had a hearing on
the matter. 211 A draft decision was, however, not prepared for board
consideration until 1996 and-extraordinarily-that draft was not distributed to
hearing participants and other interested parties until 1999.212 Thereafter, a
further hearing was scheduled to receive relevant new evidence, one which was
delayed to allow YCWA and DFG to negotiate a settlement.2" 3 That effort failed,
and in 2000 the SWRCB held a hearing on Lower Yuba River fish protection
nearly as long as the 1992 hearing. 21 4 This time a decision was issued by the
SWRCB within a year, 215 a decision later challenged in litigation.
So, as of 2004, an instream flow protection controversy regarding the Lower
Yuba River initiated in 1988 was still underway. That in itself is not unusualthe Mono Basin controversy took fifteen years to resolve, with some ancillary
matters in fact still being contested to this day. Many comparable proceedings are
lengthy ones. But what is unusual is to have so clear an example of the SWRCB
keeping the lid on a draft decision in response to political pressure. As with the
Mono Basin controversy, the Lower Yuba River matter teaches us once again

206. S.W.R.C.B. Revised Decision 1644, at 1-2 (July 16, 2003) [hereinafter Revised Decision 1644].
207. Id. at 15.
208. See id.
209. Id. at 15-16.
210. Id. at 2.
211. Id.
212. Id. This delay was viewed by SWRCB personnel as caused by external political pressure. Interview
with Nick Wilcox, formerly head of the SWRCB's Bay-Delta Unit (June 8, 2004) (notes on file with McGeorge
Law Review). One likely source of the pressure would have been the Governor's Office.
213. Revised Decision 1644, supra note 206, at 2.
214. Id. at 2-3.
215. Id. at 3.
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that legal controversies which challenge long-standing water allocations take
place in a political context, one which may have enormous impact on the
outcome.
The Lower Yuba River proceeding is worthy of attention here for a second
reason. According to the SWRCB, New Bullards Bar stabilized or even improved
conditions for fish in the river. 16 But continued diversion by YWCA at
downstream, non-YCWA facilities damages the fish. The SWRCB, to its credit,
was not deterred by the ownership factor from imposing requirements on YCWA
to deal with the downstream damage. Although it found that restoration of the predevelopment fishery is "not feasible," it ordered YCWA to release water stored at
New Bullards Bar to help provide downstream conditions that would "serve' 2 17to
replace, in part, the fishery habitat that would otherwise be available upstream.
XI. GROUNDWATER AND THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE

One largely unexplored area in California is the significance of the public
trust doctrine for groundwater. The judiciary in Hawaii, having declared that the
public trust doctrine in that state applies to non-navigable as well as navigable
water, has been explicit that all groundwater is covered.2 18 National Audubon
involved diversions from non-navigable streams where those diversions had a
direct adverse impact on Mono Lake, a navigable body of water. By analogy, it
seems in California the public trust doctrine should at least be applicable to
in situations where it is directly tributary to navigable surface
groundwater
19
2

floWS.

XI. WATER YEAR CLASSIFICATIONS

Another limitation on the fish protection provisions of section 5937 of the
Fish and Game Code is found in the common utilization of water year
classifications, so that, for example, less water must be released for fish in dry
years than in other years. The statute on its face calls for the release of enough
water to keep downstream fish "in good condition, 2 ° and one can easily
imagine that that might mean more, not less, water release in a dry year. But such

216. Id. at 44, 46.
217. Id. at 44.
218. In re Water Use Permit Applications (Waiahole Ditch), 9 P.3d 409,445-47 (Haw. 2000).
219. This is the conclusion reached in a letter from the Attorney General of California to the Sacramento
County Department of Environmental Review and Assessment regarding a master plan and draft EIR prepared
by Sacramento County Water Agency. Letter from Virginia A. Cahill, Deputy Attorney General for the State of
California, to Joyce Horizumi, Environmental Coordinator, Sacramento County Department of Environmental
Review (Jan. 30, 2004) (copy on file with the McGeorge Law Review). It says the master plan "falls short by
failing to identify and consider measures to repair the damage already done to the Cosumnes River by excessive
groundwater pumping that has reduced the surface flows of the river impairing its public trust values." Id. at 11.
220. CAL. FISH & GAME CODE § 5937 (West 1998).
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is not the way the requirement is typically implemented. One can rationalize the
practice as dictated by the overarching reasonableness limitation in the state
constitution. Or, if "equity" is taken as its guide by the SWRCB, one can say it is
fair to "share the pain"-if in a dry year offstream users are being cut back, than
the instream protection should be too. Or, possibly, use of water year
classifications simply reflects the fact that politically, no better can be done for
the fish.
XL. CONCLUSION

California instream flow protection law has come a long way from the days
when preventing "waste to the sea" was the slogan of the day. Although the
legislative recommendations of the Governor's Commission on instream flow
protection went no where and to this day the SWRCB has no system for
establishing direct, substantive, and comprehensive instream flow standards,
National Audubon with its introduction of the public trust doctrine to the world
of California water rights has been important. The decision seemed to revitalize
judicial and agency readings of section 5937 of the Fish and Game Code, which
is significant for the protection of fish and, indirectly, other instream resources.
But the record of section 5937 implementation is still spotty, and the Friant
litigation is still not resolved. With long dry stretches in existence most of the
time on the San Joaquin River-"the heartland river of the Golden State" 2 1 -it is
impossible to conclude that instream flow protection law in California is in good
condition.
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